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About This Game

"Mojo: Hanako” is a new version of the famous game “2048”, an original approach to this well-known puzzle. Beautiful Hanako
will keep you company during the game 5d3b920ae0
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Mystery Mine Virtual Battlegrounds SpellForce 3: Soul Harvest The Mist Inked Inked - Winter sale, 45% off! : Hey everyone ,
Temperatures are falling, snow is falling, prices are falling! You can now get Inked at 45% off, starting from Dec 20, 2018, to
Jan 3, 2019! A gorgeous hand-drawn world awaits you. Explore vast lands filled with geometry, murky swamps and hot deserts.
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Climb the highest peaks and experience an emotional story about loss and forgiveness. You are the Nameless Hero.. Inked -
patch #2 is live! New languages, demo and more : Hello everyone , The second patch for Inked is live now and here are some of
the biggest changes / additions. But before we get into details, we would like to thank all of you who played Inked. We got some
really heartwarming feedback which keeps us going. We also recieved constructive feedback that we are actively working on.
Thank you all! Based on your requests we have added Russian and Polish subtitles. We have also added some essential hints
during loading time, which should refer you to the alternative control layouts and more.. Inked - patch #3 is live! Level design
changes and new achievements : Hey everyone , For this update, we concentrated on balancing certain aspects of the game based
on the feedback we got from you. We have changed the level architecture in several places in the game to balance out new
puzzles of those areas with the repetitive ones (e.g. using ramps for traversing). Coupled with improved controls from the older
patch this should lead to a less frustrating experience when playing the game, as there will be a bit less tricky platforming and
less repeated actions. An example of the architecture changes in the desert. We are also adding three new achievements called
Inking Veteran, Astronaut and Samurai tactics. We will let you guys figure out how to get them For the next update, we have
plans for an improved saving system and other balancing changes, but we would like to hear you.. Inked - Autumn sale, 35%
off! : Hey everyone , Leaves are not the only thing that is falling this season! You can now get Inked at 35% off , starting from
Nov 21, 2018, to Nov 27, 2018! Travel through hand-drawn forests, swamps, deserts and mountains to uncover secrets which
tell an emotional story about loss and forgiveness. Solve puzzles and solve other challenges to save your loved one from your
own Creator! Become the Nameless Hero.. Inked - first patch is out now! : Hello everyone , The first patch for Inked is live
now! As previously announced, this patch will primarily address some difficulties with controls, but will also offer better
usability options. There are also a number of smaller tweaks to the game that we have done which should make certain levels
more polished.. Inked - first patch news : Hello everyone, We are working on the first patch for Inked! Since the release we
have received feedback regarding the difficulty of the controls and object placement in the game. We are working on several
tweaks and additions which should give you better control and more freedom to choose the way you want to play. This is our
first effort to make the experience of controlling the character and positioning the objects better. We have also made a number
of smaller changes and improvements to the game which should make the experience more streamlined in certain areas of the
game. The changes are coming soon, but stay tuned for an official announcement.. Inked - Week long deal, now 35% off! : Hey
everyone , You can now get Inked at 35% off this whole week starting from Sep 10, 2018 to Sep 17, 2018! Save your loved one
from your own Creator, and uncover his true motives! Dont miss a chance to experience an emotional story about loss and
forgiveness through a journey on paper full of puzzles and mysteries.
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